Mercy College AGM

Tuesday 22-10-2014

Meeting opened: 8:00pm

Attendees:

Suzanne Kavanagh, Principal; Liz Kayrooz, Assistant Principal; Lee Sternberg (Yr 9 parent), Melani B (Yr 9 parent), Annaliza O (Yr 9 parent); Carmel D (Yr 9 & 7 parent); Andrew W (Yr 7 parent); Trish DP (Yr 9 parent)

All positions on the committee declared open for nomination by Suzanne Kavanagh.

Suzanne thanked the P&F Executive for their hard work and dedication. Lee S. and Melani B. have done a fabulous job with social events, Suzanne has received many positive comments from the parent community about the spirit of these events and the effort that has clearly been put into planning and teamwork to run very successful activities this year that have contributed to building the Mercy parents and friends community – including the parent cocktail evening, Mothers’ and Fathers’ day breakfasts and the Year 12 Graduation.

Parent Association President

Nominations:  Lee Sternberg by Melani B
Seconded: Allene O
Passed unanimously

Parent Association Vice President

The Vice President assists the president on the day of events at the Mothers and Fathers Day breakfasts

Nominations: Andrew Woodlock
Seconded: Melani B
Passed unanimously

Parent Association Treasurer

Lee Sternberg nominated Allene Oliva for the position of Treasurer.
Seconded by: Carmel D
Passed unanimously
Parent Association Secretary

Lee Sternberg nominated Trish De Pomeroy for the position of secretary

Seconded by: Liz Kayrooz

Passed unanimously

General Business:

1. Lee S suggested that for the next meeting it should be proposed that Year 11 take ownership of the Yr 12 graduation afternoon tea
2. To facilitate wider distribution of minutes of meetings and maintain compliance with privacy requirements, parent reps attending P&F meetings will be identified by first name and surname initial.

AGM closed: 8.10 pm